AT&T Multiservice VPN

The best of both worlds: easy Internet
access with highly secure connections
The times are changing.
Your business locations have varying needs in
how they connect to your private network. AT&T
Multiservice VPN gives you flexibility, as well as
an intuitive portal to manage your public and
private networks at an affordable price. It allows
you to easily connect your remote locations to
applications and sensitive information.

Private and public network access.
AT&T Multiservice VPN integrates private and
public Wi-Fi networks with a highly secure IPsec
VPN for remote locations. The Wi-Fi network
equipment delivers both the Wi-Fi connection and
the IPsec capability in one Access Point.
That means you can offer Wi-Fi access for your
customers and business while still protecting
your sensitive data. You can set things up yourself,
plug-and-play style, and let AT&T manage the
service for you.

To learn more about AT&T Multiservice VPN, visit
www.att.com/multiservicevpn or have us contact you.

Features
IPsec VPN for remote sites
Highly secure public Wi-Fi access
Intuitive online management portal
Self-install or professional installation options
Customizable Wi-Fi connection pages
URL filtering
Network usage reporting
24/7 support

Benefits
Support for public and private Wi-Fi in one offering
Easily scalable, with highly-secure cloud apps
integration through AT&T NetBond®
Enhanced branding and customer
interaction opportunities
Simplified monitoring and management
of users across networks
Increased insights into customer behavior

Share this with
your peers

It’s ideal for many industries.
Research shows that public Wi-Fi access plays a significant
role in where consumers choose to do business. AT&T
Multiservice VPN allows you to meet your customers'
connectivity expectations. It is an ideal solution for retailers,
restaurants and other businesses that support multiple
locations. AT&T Multiservice VPN also gives you the capability
to enable private applications over a highly-secure network to
meet your business needs.

AT&T Multiservice VPN
It’s flexible and convenient.
AT&T Multiservice VPN allows
you to configure and manage
both your public and private
network through our mobilefriendly portal. Interactive
hardware visualizations and
simplified network structures
allow you to understand,
manage, and maintain your
Wi-Fi networks. It also gives
you the ability to customize
your connection pages,
configure network settings,
and access reports and
analytics, to fit the needs of
your business with a
click of a button.

To learn more about AT&T Multiservice VPN, visit
www.att.com/multiservicevpn or have us contact you.
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A company you trust.
AT&T is a pre-eminent provider of VPN and managed Wi-Fi
services, delivering highly reliable and scalable connectivity,
with 24/7 support for both your customers and employees. We
can handle a variety of deployment types and take care of
everything from network design to installation. Get the
high-quality service you want, from a company you trust.
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